Wednesday
20th

Tuesday 19th

Monday 18th

Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

Maths

English Task
To plan my writing.
Following our zoom
input, complete the
six boxes on your
planning sheet for
your own instructions
on how to wash a
woolly mammoth. Try
to include ideas for
imperative verbs,
conjunctions,
adjectives and
adverbs.

To use imperative
verbs and
conjunctions.
Following our zoom
input, use your
planning sheet from
yesterday to write full
sentences for your six
step instructions. ©
Can you include
adverbs and
expanded noun
phrases?
To identify and
punctuate direct
speech. Following
our zoom input, read
the direct speech
sentences on your
sheet. Circle the
speech marks and
underline the direct
speech in the first
section then add in
your own speech

Reading

https://vimeo.com/494127943
Scaling
Complete Monday maths worksheet
alongside watching the video on
the link above.

ComprehensionWhat is this?

https://vimeo.com/496812718
How many ways?
Complete Tuesday maths worksheet
alongside watching the video on
the link above.

Independent
Reading
Read a book,
magazine or
newspaper and talk
about what you
have read with
someone at home.

https://vimeo.com/486331580
Multiply 2-digits by 1-digit - no
exchange
There is no worksheet to
accompany this maths lesson but
you will need some paper and a
pencil to complete the activities
from the video. Send us a picture of
your paper to us.

Comprehension-The
Duck-Billed Platypus

Lunch, set the table, prepare your own food, play games, get away from screens for a while. If you can try
to get outside for some fresh air.

English
Zoom
Session

Break, snack , play and toilet break.

Year 3
Remote
Learning
Timetable

Theme based activities
Science
https://classroom.then
ational.academy/less
ons/how-can-wecommunicate-ourresults-cmt3ec

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

How can we
communicate our results?
Join in the lesson with Miss
Roberts how we can
show what we have
found out in a scientific
investigation.
You will need a pencil or
pen, some paper or
notebook and a ruler.

Music
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/ex
ploring-4-beats-in-a-barcgwk2t
Join Mr Palekar to find out
about 4 beats in a bar.
This is part of a group of
lessons about pulse and
metre.

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

PE
Join Joe Wicks for one of
his PE lessons. You can
choose one of the lessons
on his Body Coach
YouTube channel.
https://www.youtube.co
m/user/thebodycoach1

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

marks in the second

Friday 22nd

Thursday 21st

section.

Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

To be able to use
direct speech.
Following our zoom
input, make a list of
both calm and
angry alternative
words and adverbs
for ‘said’ then write a
conversation
between Wolf and
Rain. Try to include
speech marks and
your alternative
words for said.

Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

To be able to use
fronted adverbials.
Following our zoom
input, choose either
activity 1 or 2 and
improve the extract
from The Whispering
Stones by adding
fronted adverbials.

https://vimeo.com/489849543
Multiply 2-digits by 1-digit –
exchange
There is no worksheet to
accompany this maths lesson but
you will need some paper and a
pencil to complete the activities
from the video. Send us a picture of
your paper to us.

https://vimeo.com/489848691
Divide 100 into 2, 4, 5 and 10 equal
parts
There is no worksheet to
accompany this maths lesson but
you will need some paper and a
pencil to complete the activities
from the video. Send us a picture of
your paper to us.

Independent
Reading
Read a book,
magazine or
newspaper and talk
about what you
have read with
someone at home.

ComprehensionThe Homing Pigeon

RE
What is the
significance of
Passover?
Work through the
presentation. Read the
story of Passover
(Moses). Can you
sequence the images
for the story (additional
sheet).

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

History
https://classroom.then
ational.academy/less
ons/how-did-thebronze-age-changehow-humans-lived6dhpce
How did the bronze
age change how
humans lived?

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

Join Mr Hutchinson to
find out about the
Bronze Age. You will
need a pencil/pen
and some paper to
complete this lesson. It
begins and end with a
short quiz.

